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      'By far and away the best introction to the New Literacy Studies produced yet...'
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      An accessible guide, which clearly sets out theory for literacy and education, with useful research and discussion of digital literacies.
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      Interesting research into literacy approaches, old and new.
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      A most helpful book, providing information on a broad research base, giving the students a sound understanding of the New Literacy Studies
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      Some useful information which will help CET learners to complete the optional assignment on improving reading skills.
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      An excellent text book outlining the way in which Literacy underpins all areas of the Primary Education
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      Fabulous book for my course -- accessible writing and excellent research base. Students also found this to be a valuable text.
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      This is an interesting books that talks about current issues in the teaching of Literacy. It offers practical and theoretical support.
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      A useful text to support Language and liteacy modules at foundation degree level.
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      An interesting overview of contemporary issues in literacy education.
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